A recent article in this journal (Roche J 1998 Eur. J. Phys. 19 155-66) discusses Maxwell's displacement current and its use for calculating magnetic fields. Some of the equations appearing in that article need clarification.
In an interesting recent article, Roche [1] discusses the physical significance of Maxwell's displacement current and its use for magnetic field calculations. I should like to comment on two equations that Roche mentions in his article.
The first equation is the equation 'for calculating the magnetic field strength in Maxwell's electromagnetism' in Box 3 of Roche's article:
Although this equation (which is correct) appears to be useful for calculating B, in reality it can only be used for calculating timeindependent fields, where ∂D/∂t = 0. In order to see why equation (1) 
As one can see, in order to calculate B by means of equation (1), we need to calculate A by using equation (5) . In order to use equation (5), we need to know D, or, since D = 0 E, we need to know E. In order to find E, we need to use equation (2) . In order to use equation (2) we need to know A. But the only way to find A without using equation (5) is to use equation (3) and to express A in terms of B. Thus, for calculating B in time-dependent systems by means of equation (1), we need to know B in the first place! (In principle, equation (1) could be used for calculating B for time-dependent fields if ∂D/∂t were available from measurements, but this is hardly practical, since it is much easier to measure B directly.)
Detailed investigations of causal relations in electromagnetic fields have shown [3] that the only viable way to compute electric and magnetic fields in terms of their causative sources is to use retarded field integrals (or retarded potentials). This brings us to Roche's equation 'the magnetic field intensity according to Lorentz theory' in Box 4 of his article:
Unfortunately, equation (6), expressing B in terms of a retarded integral, is not quite correct; an important term is missing.
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The complete equations expressing the electric and magnetic fields in terms of retarded integrals are
and B = µ 0 4π
[j] r 3 + 1 r 2 c ∂j ∂t × r dν (8) where E and B are determined for the instant t, and the square brackets denote the 'retardation symbol' indicating that the quantities in the square brackets are taken at the retarded time t = t − r/c. These equations constitute solutions of Maxwell's equations for fields in a vacuum. They can be derived from Maxwell's equations via the inhomogeneous wave equations (see [2, pp 46-52, 514-7] and [4] ) or via retarded potentials [5] [6] [7] . As one can see from equations (7) and (8), the causative sources of the electric field are the electric charges (both steady and time-variable) as well as the time-variable true electric current. The causative sources of the magnetic field are the true electric currents (both steady and timevariable), but not the displacement current.
